Motivation: Despite significant efforts in expert curation, clinical relevance about most of the 154 million dbSNP reference variants (RS) remains unknown. However, a wealth of knowledge about the variant biological function/disease impact is buried in unstructured literature data. Previous studies have attempted to harvest and unlock such information with text-mining techniques but are of limited use because their mutation extraction results are not standardized or integrated with curated data. Results: We propose an automatic method to extract and normalize variant mentions to unique identifiers (dbSNP RSIDs). Our method, in benchmarking results, demonstrates a high F-measure of 90% and compared favorably to the state of the art. Next, we applied our approach to the entire PubMed and validated the results by verifying that each extracted variant-gene pair matched the dbSNP annotation based on mapped genomic position, and by analyzing variants curated in ClinVar. We then determined which text-mined variants and genes constituted novel discoveries. Our analysis reveals 41 889 RS numbers (associated with 9151 genes) not found in ClinVar. Moreover, we obtained a rich set worth further review: 12 462 rare variants (MAF 0.01) in 3849 genes which are presumed to be deleterious and not frequently found in the general population. To our knowledge, this is the first large-scale study to analyze and integrate text-mined variant data with curated knowledge in existing databases. Our results suggest that databases can be significantly enriched by text mining and that the combined information can greatly assist human efforts in evaluating/prioritizing variants in genomic research. Availability and implementation: The tmVar 2.0 source code and corpus are freely available at https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/research/bionlp/Tools/tmvar/ Contact: zhiyong.lu@nih.gov
Introduction
Understanding the associations of genomic variants with diseases or conditions and assessing their clinical significance is a key step towards precision medicine. For example, G6PD (glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase) deficiency is a human genetic disease which may cause red blood cells to break down in response to certain medications, infections, or other stressors. It is caused by one of several single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) [e.g. G202A (rs1050828), A376G (rs1050829), T968C (rs76723693) and C563T (rs5030868) (Zamorano-Jiménez et al., 2015) ].
The U.S. National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) provides web access to biomedical and genomic information.
Several of its resources archive rich information related to genomic sequence variants. For example, the Database for Short Genetic Variations (dbSNP) (Sherry et al., 2001) , despite its name, archives a broad collection of common and rare simple genetic variations including SNPs, short deletion/insertion, short tandem repeats and multi-nucleotide polymorphisms. Each SNP record in dbSNP is assigned a stable and unique variant accession identifier, known as RS number (RSID), which is linked to aggregated information such as the associated gene, functional consequences and allele frequency. Using an RSID for referring to a genomic variation provides several advantages: (i) The record is updated regularly by dbSNP with precise genomic locations and aggregated information from multiple submitters; (ii) it is accepted as an unambiguous variant identifier in publication; and (iii) it is convenient for data sharing and for integration with other data sources.
ClinVar (Landrum et al., 2016) is another NCBI database which collects and reports relationships between human variation and phenotype for a subset of dbSNP variations that may be medically relevant (ClinVar also has a subset of variants dbVar for large structural variations). The ClinVar database provides information about the variant, characterization of the phenotype and supporting evidence for clinical significance (pathogenic, benign, etc.) . Variants with clinical significance in dbSNP are linked to ClinVar information.
In addition to the NCBI databases, several other variationdisease/phenotype/trait resources are publicly available. The Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) (Amberger et al., 2015) database is continuously updated with catalog of human genes and genetic traits. The NHGRI-EBI GWAS Catalog is a collection of a genome-wide set of genetic variants in different individuals associated with a trait (Coordinators, 2016) . For genomic variant information in cancer, COSMIC contains expert-curated data of somatic mutations (Forbes et al., 2017) while CIViC is an expertcrowdsourced database focusing on clinical implications (Griffith et al., 2017) . DisGeNET (Piñero et al., 2017 ) is a recent platform integrating information on gene-variation-disease associations from several public data sources and the literature.
Despite these efforts in manual curation and information cumulated over past decades, the clinical relevance of most of the 154 million dbSNP reference variants (RS) remains unknown. On the other hand, a wealth of human knowledge about the variant biological function and disease impact is buried in unstructured literature data (Jensen et al., 2006) . Integrating literature data is challenging because: (i) the increasing volume of publication is outpacing manual literature curation (Rodriguez-Esteban, 2015) ; and (ii) despite the HGVS standards for variant nomenclature and the use of dbSNP RSID, a large number of genetic variants are mentioned with different names in the literature, making it difficult to assemble all known information (e.g. associated diseases) for a given variant.
In the past, a few attempts have been made to harvest such information using text-mining techniques, but their results are of limited use because the automatically extracted variant mentions are not standardized or normalized to standard database identifiers such as RSIDs (Bonis et al., 2006; Burger et al., 2014; Caporaso et al., 2007; Doughty et al., 2011; Hofmann-Apitius et al., 2008; Klinger et al., 2007; Krallinger et al., 2009; Laurila et al., 2010; Naderi and Witte, 2012; Ravikumar et al., 2015; Thomas et al., 2016; Wei et al., 2013a) . For instance, automatic mutation detection tools such as MutationFinder (Caporaso et al., 2007) and EMU (Doughty et al., 2011) return their extraction results in the wNm format (e.g. A42G), which is difficult to integrate with existing genomic information in databases. Previously, we developed tmVar (Wei et al., 2013a) , a high-performance software tool (see Lee et al., 2016; Yepes and Verspoor, 2014a,b for external evaluations comparing tmVar with other tools) for identifying mutations asserted in various formats in the PubMed article and re-writing them in HGVS formats (e.g. p.Pro12Ala). However, HGVS names can still be ambiguous: one can often be linked to multiple RSIDs (e.g. rs767209585 and rs773973301 are both associated with p.Pro12Ala). Indeed, on average, one protein mutation in HGVS name maps to more than ten RSIDs.
Hence, in this work we first extended tmVar to automatically normalize the variant mentions and map them to standard dbSNP RS numbers (see Fig. 1 for such an example). Our proposed approach uses multiple resources to resolve the ambiguity in search of the correct identifier. When evaluated against a human gold standard, our improved tmVar method (tmVar 2.0) shows high performance (nearly 90% in F-measures) and compares favorably to SETH (Thomas et al., 2016) , the only other automated tool that also returns normalized mutation ids. Next, we applied our automatic approach over the entire PubMed (downloaded on 2017/2/24) and validated our results with dbSNP and ClinVar for data consistency and knowledge discovery. Our analysis includes: (i) comparing the text-mined PMID-RSID pairs with annotated dbSNP data, (ii) analyzing variants curated in ClinVar and (iii) discovering novel connections between variants, gene and diseases. Our investigation revealed 161 178 missing RSID-PMID links in dbSNP and 41 889 RSIDs not found in ClinVar. Moreover, our results also include over 120 000 rare variants (MAF 0.01) in nearly 4000 genes across the genome which are presumed to be deleterious and are not frequently found in the general population.
To our best knowledge, we are the first to analyze and integrate literature-mined variant information with existing data in dbSNP and ClinVar. Our PubMed-scale analysis shows that automatically computed information combined with existing database annotations can significantly aid human efforts to prioritize and curate variants for interpretation in personal genomes and precision medicine.
Materials and methods

Detecting mentions of genomic variants
As described in Figure 2 , tmVar applies a machine learning approach to tag mutation mentions in free text. Given a text input, it detects terms that represent variants of multiple types (SNV, insertion, deletion, etc.) and sequence context (genomic, transcript and protein) and returns its results in HGVS form. For instance, when applied to the example sentence in Figure 2 , tmVar would tag E429A as a mutation in PMID: 22023786 and return p.Glu429Ala in its output. The tmVar model was trained on a set of PubMed abstracts and was reported to achieve over 90% accuracy in F-measure in benchmarking results (we refer readers to Wei et al., 2013a for more details).
Normalizing genomic variants
In this work, we developed a new module for mapping each previously detected mutation mention to a corresponding RS number as shown in Figure 1 . [RSID] )') to detect a pair of mutation and RSID co-occurring in the same sentence. When matched, the RSID would be directly assigned to the corresponding variation. For example, the sentence 'The less common Thr164Ile polymorphism (rs1800888, Ile allele frequency 1.5%)' in PMID: 16935688 matches one of our patterns. Thus, Thr164Ile is normalized to rs1800888 without further processing.
(2) For the remaining mentions, we generated a list of candidate RSIDs by searching our lexicon. Since one variation is commonly mapped to multiple RSIDs, a disambiguation step is required to select the correct RSID from the list of candidates. For disambiguation, we used global information in the entire article and/or variant-associated gene information. Specifically, if any of the candidate RSIDs appeared in the article, we would return that RS number for the target mutation and consider the normalization process finished. Otherwise, we searched for gene(s) in the abstract that could be associated with the candidate RSIDs. For this, we first applied our state-of-the-art gene tagger, GNormPlus (Wei et al., 2015) to locate all genes mentioned in the text. Then for each gene, we obtained its list of associated RSIDs from dbSNP [ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih. gov/snp/organisms/human_9606_b147_GRCh38p2/database/organ ism_data/b147_SNPContigLocusId_107.bcp.gz (downloaded on 8/ 16/2016)]. Next, we evaluated each gene in order of their proximity to the target mutation mention by comparing the two lists of RSIDs (see Fig. 3 ). Any RSID found in both lists would then be returned as the answer for the target mention.
Integrating dbSNP and ClinVar information and analysis
Matched RS and gene were loaded into MSSQL 2014 database server for comparison with dbSNP human build 149 data and ClinVar release (March 2, 2017) based on GRCh38.p7 assembly and human RefSeq annotation 108. SQL queries were used for subsequent comparisons and analysis.
The RS-gene ID pairs found by the tmVar tool were compared to existing RS-gene ID pairs in dbSNP and/or ClinVar and then annotated with existing data. The RSIDs were analyzed across several metrics including protein functional consequences and clinical significance. The frequency data used to assess population frequency comes from the 1000 Genomes Phase 3, the Exome Aggregation Consortium (ver 0.3), the NHLBI GO Exome Sequencing Project and gnomAD (Lek et al., 2016) . The RS found by the tmVar tool which exist in dbSNP, but not in ClinVar, are denoted as 'novel RS' in this work.
Results
Results of automatic mutation normalization by tmVar 2.0
Following the lead of (Thomas et al., 2016) , we evaluated our normalization method on two external corpora: OSIRIS (Furlong et al., 2008) and Thomas (Thomas et al., 2011) . The first corpus (Furlong et al., 2008) consists primarily of protein mutations-among its 258 mentions, only 32 are DNA variations-while the (Thomas et al., 2011) corpus is more balanced including 283 protein variations and 244 DNA variations. In addition, we manually annotated a new corpus of 158 PubMed abstracts. We collected these articles from the original tmVar corpus (Wei et al., 2013a) e.g., Pro12Ala
Fig. 2. The overall workflow of our mutation normalization process The results of our method are shown in Table 1 and compared with those of SETH (Thomas et al., 2016) , the only other method, to our best knowledge, that produces normalized mutation IDs. As can be seen, our method achieved consistently higher accuracy than SETH on these datasets: 10.2, 10.3 and 24.1% relative improvement in F-scores respectively. This further suggests (also confirmed by our manual examination of the results) that the normalization performance of our method on DNA variation is in particular more accurate than that of the previous method.
PubMed-scale analysis: enriching literature links for variants in dbSNP and ClinVar
Performing normalization allows us to compare text-mined PMID-RSID linkages with existing annotated linkages in dbSNP. After applying our method to the entire PubMed, we obtained a total of 230 147 unique PMID-RSID pairs (62 452 unique RSIDs and 122 903 PMIDs, respectively). On average, each article is associated with 1.88 RS numbers, though this distribution is highly skewed and some PMIDs are associated with over 25 RSIDs; see Figure 4 . Conversely, each SNP is associated with an average of 3.65 PubMed articles. This distribution is also highly skewed, with some RSIDs, like rs77375493, appear in over 1000 articles; see Figure 4 .
We compared these PMID-RSID pairs with the 310 323 unique pairs in dbSNP that were collected through automatic extraction of explicitly mentioned RS numbers in full text using regular expressions. The dbSNP annotated PMID-RS pairs are updated regularly and made available publicly as part of dbSNP build release (Sherry et al., 2001) . As shown in Figure 5 , the overlap is only approximately 30% (68 969 pairs) of total text-mined pairs by tmVar. To understand the discrepancies, we randomly reviewed 100 pairs that were not found by our automatic method. We observed that these are exclusively present in the full text (as opposed to abstracts), with many found in the tables or supplementary files.
We also compared tmVar results with the 151 368 unique PMID-RSID pairs in ClinVar where PMIDs were provided along with the variants submitted to ClinVar by the submitters. As shown in Figure 5 , we find even fewer overlapping pairs. In addition to the same abstract versus full text issue (as in dbSNP), this is also because submitted PMIDs may not actually describe the variant in text but rather the guidelines used to interpret the clinical assertion (e.g. PMID: 11280952, RSID: 38493).
Our automatic method produced a total of 161 178 novel PMID-RSID pairs that are not in dbSNP (Fig. 5) , representing a potential 52.2% increase over existing literature links for dbSNP. For these pairs, they do not have their RSIDs explicitly mentioned in the PubMed abstract. Instead, the authors describe the mutations in various forms, making the normalization process necessary for their recognition (e.g. 74 Asp replaced by His; Pro-40-Leu; -1067G>A). tmVar added 161 178 new PMID-RSID links to dbSNP that include 33 661 unique RSIDs not previously linked to any PMID and 93 200 unique PMIDs not linked to an RS in dbSNP.
Variant analysis using dbSNP and ClinVar annotations
To access the biological and clinical impacts of the text-mined RS found by tmVar (tmVar RS), we compared them with existing annotations in dbSNP and ClinVar. The tmVar RS results (62 452 RS numbers in 9782 genes) were categorized using dbSNP and ClinVar annotations along multiple facets, including functional consequences (synonymous, non-synonymous, etc.) based on RefSeq mRNA annotations, minor allele frequency (MAF), and clinical significance in order to prioritize their biological significance and assess their clinical impact.
Functional consequence. Variations that alter the protein coding-including missense, stop-gain, stop-loss and frameshiftsare more likely to have deleterious effects (see supporting evidence with known variants in ClinVar; Fig. 6a ). These coding variations (summarized by the non-redundant sets of RS from CDS-missense, Table 2 ) account for 50% (31 868/62 452) of the total tmVar RS identified. The next largest categories are the intronic variants which may affect mRNA binding motifs, expression regulatory regions and splicing. Clinical significance. Of 62 452 tmVar RS, a total of 20 563 are known in ClinVar. These are spread across all possible clinical significance categories, as shown in Table 2 . 19 709 RS have a single clinical significance assertion (Benign, Pathogenic, etc.) and 854 RS have multiple clinical significance assertions; each assertion is added to the total for each class. tmVar RS found in ClinVar with most severe clinical significance, pathogenic (11 555) and likely pathogenic (1132), accounted for 12 538 unique RS and 62% of the total (Table 2 ). This demonstrates that tmVar can find variants with clinical impact from publications to use for validating or enriching ClinVar annotations (see also Variants and Disease Connection, below).
CDS-synon, CDS-stop gain, CDS-indel and CDS-stop loss in
Allele frequency. We also used population allele frequency to prioritize variants with impact under the general assumption that deleterious mutations are selected against during human evolution and are rare in the global population (see supporting evidence with known variants in ClinVar in Fig. 6b ). To identify common and rare variants in the tmVar results we used the minor allele frequency (MAF) data from 1000 Genomes, GO-ESP, ExAC and gnomAD (Lek et al., 2016) . RS with MAF equal or greater than 0.01 (MAF 0.01) is common if reported in any of the three populations and RS with MAF less than 0.01 (MAF < 0.01) is rare. Although many of the RS identified are common variants (total ¼ 31 699), a significant number are rare (total ¼ 21 719). In addition, 10 333 variants have no frequency (non-MAF) data reported in any of the three large populations. These may be rare or private mutations belonging to individuals or patient cohorts that are not represented in any of these major populations of presumed normal individuals. In support of this hypothesis, out of the 10 333 RS without MAF more than half (7847) are annotated by dbSNP as missense mutation and 6492 are classified as pathogenic in ClinVar with 5007 having both missense and pathogenic annotations (see Table 2 ). This result suggests, while frequency data is not available, the non-MAF variants are deleterious and perhaps extremely rare and not detected in the general normal populations.
To demonstrate the enrichment of RS attributes in tmVar results (over dbSNP), we plotted the relative ratio of percentages of tmVar versus dbSNP results having the above attributes (e.g. CDS-missense, Pathogenic, or Rare MAF). Figure 7 shows an increase enrichment of CDS encoding RS and those in defined features (splice sites and ncRNA) and less enrichment for other functional classes (intron, nearGene, etc.). Likewise, tmVar RS is more likely than dbSNP RS to be pathogenic and having a rare allele or unknown MAF.
Analysis of variants in ACMG genes
To analyze variants that may be associated with known diseases and investigate their deleterious effects, we examined a subset of ClinVar variants in the 56 American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG) genes known to be associated with lethal or severe genetic disorders and cancer. The ACMG has published recommendations for reporting incidental findings for variations in these genes with medically actionable information. In total 3727 RS are found in 57 of 58 ACMG genes with 694 RS novel to ClinVar for 55 genes. We then analyzed the functional class and allele frequency for this subset of variants associated with the ACMG genes and found most of them, similar to the overall results in Table 2 , to be missense and rare as well. Figure 8 shows the total number of known variants present in ClinVar (orange) for each of the 58 ACMG genes and the total number of (from 1 to 51) novel variants (blue) for each gene (except for two genes MYL3 and TMEM43). The TP53 gene is frequently observed to have alterations with diverse types and positions that predisposes to a wide spectrum of early onset cancers [17] . In accordance, our result shows TP53 has the highest number of novel variants (51). Nonetheless, the function and clinical impact of the novel variants are not known without further analysis and may be deleterious, neutral, or of little clinical importance. Assuming variants with the most biological impact would alter protein coding (missense, stopgain, etc.) and also be rare, we prioritized the novel variants with functional class missense and stop-gain and with the lowest MAF for further analysis to identify novel connections not in ClinVar, between the variation, gene and disease with the publication. 
Variants and disease connection
We manually examined a subset of 10 ultra-rare variants novel to ClinVar, including those in ACMG genes, with the functional class missense, frameshift or nonsense variations. By virtue of being rare variations that altered the protein sequence, they are top candidates for having the strongest biological effects and strongest connection to diseases. Eight variants with allele frequency show they are extremely rare occurring only 1:10 000 and 1:100 000 individuals (Table 3) . Our manual analysis showed all 10 variants to be described in the literature as associated with diseases or cancer, as shown in Table 3 . These associations include: (i) a stop-gain mutation (rs764082747) for the gene HAX1 involved in severe congenital neutropenia (SCN), (ii) an insertion mutation (rs772720024, c.1155dupC) for the ATP6V1B1 gene that is believed to cause distal renal tubular acidosis (DRTA) and hearing loss syndrome in patients from Turkey and (iii) a stop-gain mutation in the ACMGrecommended tumor suppressor gene STK11, which causes PeutzJeghers Syndrome (PJS), resulting in a high risk for many different cancers, including breast, colon, pancreatic, stomach, small bowel, cervical and endometrial. These findings demonstrate that our approach can identify high impact variants from publications and that our results can be combined with dbSNP and ClinVar data to prioritize the variants by functional consequence, allele frequency, gene annotation and clinical significance for further manual or automated analysis and interpretation of effects on biological functions and diseases to enrich ClinVar database.
Discussion
tmVar 2.0 error analysis
To understand the causes of errors made by tmVar 2.0, we manually reviewed the errors from the evaluation datasets and classified them into three broad categories. As shown in Table 4 , one category of errors is due to the newly developed normalization procedure. In pattern matching, tmVar errors can either be due to imprecise patterns or the extracted RSID from the text was merged to a different RSID in the gold standard (in the Thomas corpus). For instance, rs17015215 in PMID: 17318851 was annotated as rs2235371 in the gold standard. There are also errors made by the dictionary-lookup step. For example, tmVar failed to map '(ACG -> ACA) in codon 594' to its correct RS number. The second group of errors is due to ACTC1  APC  APOB  BRCA1  BRCA2  CACNA1S  COL3A1  DSC2  DSG2  DSP  FBN1  GLA  KCNH2  KCNQ1  LDLR  LMNA  MEN1  MLH1  MSH2  MSH6  MUTYH  MYBPC3  MYH11  MYH7  MYL2  MYL3  MYLK  NF2  NTRK1  PCSK9  PKP2  PMS2  PRKAG2  PTEN  RB1  RET  RYR1  RYR2  SCN5A  SDHAF2  SDHB  SDHC  SDHD  SMAD3  STK11  TGFBR1  TGFBR2  TMEM43  TNNI3  TNNT2  TP53  TPM1  TSC1  TSC2  VHL Note: The 10 variants were selected as top candidates from a list prioritized by functional consequences and either having the lowest MAF or no MAF (not observed in any populations). Shown are the dbSNP RS numbers, the functional consequences, MAF, the PMID containing descriptions of the variant and disease and confirmed by manual review, the effected gene, mutation description and the disease cited in the PMID.
imperfect NER performance, which includes both imperfect boundary detection and completely missing mutations (e.g. '-33 þ 16 TG' was missed by tmVar because of the lack of '>' symbol between T and G). Together with in Table 1 , these results also suggest inherent differences between these datasets, depended on how the articles were selected and annotated in each set.
Further applications of this research
We believe our analysis demonstrates our text mining results to be useful for enriching literature links in existing databases and assisting the curation and prioritization of clinically important variants. We can provide literature links to 16 820 SNPs (e.g. rs587783048 (c.2398delC) in PMID: 24366306) that are otherwise not possible to find in any existing databases (i.e. ClinVar, dbSNP, or PubMed). For 18 838 SNPs, we are able to increase the number of their associated studies in PubMed. By combining other variant information such as functional consequences and MAF, we show that the list of computed variants can be further prioritized for assessing their biological and clinical impacts. As previously reported, automated text-mining systems are playing increasingly important roles in the manual curation process, especially during the triage process (Wei et al., 2012) .
In addition, our results could be used by other computational methods in bioinformatics research such as connecting genotypes with phenotypes and/or modeling gene-disease-variant relations (Piñero et al., 2017; Singhal et al., 2016) . We are therefore making our PubMed-scale text-mined data publicly available to the entire scientific community through multiple channels. Upon publication, the complete data can be downloaded from our ftp set (ftp:// ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pub/lu/PubTator/). Additionally, like our other work, we plan to incorporate our results in PubTator (Wei et al., 2013b) , an NCBI web server for visualizing and retrieving precomputed biomedical entities and relations in the entire literature, where data of individual articles can be retrieved through web APIs (Wei et al., 2016) . Finally, tmVar is already open source; its new normalization module and revised corpus with normalized RS annotations will be made publicly available upon publication. We are also integrating these computed data into dbSNP to enrich variant annotation and to improve variant reporting and searching.
Limitations of the approach and future work
In this work, we focused on text mining and analysis of genomic variation information with the abstract data in PubMed. As shown in Figure 5 , a number of existing RSID-PMID links in dbSNP appear only in the body of full text. As found by the previous research (Kafkas et al., 2015; Yepes and Verspoor, 2014a,b) , both full text and supplementary materials are rich for reporting genomic variation information. All existing mutation extraction tools, including tmVar, were first developed based on abstract data in PubMed. A recent study (Lee et al., 2016) demonstrates that processing full text can be more challenging because 'compared with abstracts, there are more texts in Alphabet-Number-Alphabet form (in full text) that are not variants.' Instead, they may represent figure numbers, chemical formulae and other unrelated data. Furthermore, in our preliminary analysis we observed that a significant proportion of errors arise from processing table contents when text data are not extracted properly (e.g. ill-formed or truncated). Fortunately, along with their investigation the authors of [12] produced a dataset consisting of 108 full-length papers with 403 annotated variants and their relations with genes, diseases, drugs and cell lines. In the future, we plan to use this data to re-train tmVar, given it is based on machine learning, to improve its performance on processing full texts.
Other limitations of this work include that extraction and analysis are currently limited to small, simple genetic variants with precise locations. We are not looking at complex or large structural variations such as deletions and insertions. Neither did we investigate any functional implications of variant-associated genes in this work. Also, our MAF analysis was based on a global population data so the 'common' and 'rare' variant classifications cannot be generalized to ethnic subpopulations such as Caucasians, African, Asian and Hispanics where the variant alleles may be common in one subpopulation and rare in another. Finally, due to limited resources we only manually reviewed ten variants with regard to their potential connection to diseases from the variant list. To scale up such an investigation in the future, one could apply an automatic tool for disease detection and compare its results with curated disease data in ClinVar.
Conclusion
In this work, we demonstrate that genomic variation information in the literature is a valuable source for direct use in expert-curated knowledge bases and data-driven research in precision medicine, despite the unstructured format. We show that a large fraction of mutations are described in free style (by the authors) and thus mutation normalization is critical for integrating literature data. The improved tmVar algorithm demonstrated high performance in benchmarking experiments, and its utility is validated through comparing its results with curated data in dbSNP and ClinVar. Finally, we demonstrate that the automatically extracted information, when combined with structured database content in a complementary manner, provides fundamental insights into the inter-relationships of gene, variants and diseases. Table 4 . Mutation normalization error types in Thomas et al. (2011) and OSIRIS (Furlong et al., 2008 
